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31 FREE SEMINARS
ALL SEMINARS ARE FROM 7:30 AM – 8:30 AM
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WEDNESDAY, 01/13
BOWFISHING:THE OTHER ARCHERY SEASON 
01/13 * Room D230 * Mark Land, Muzzy Products 
Learn how to expand your business in the off-season by taking advantage of a 
large, fast-growing segment in archery: bowfishing.This highly addictive sport 
will be explained and demonstrated as Mark Land discusses which equipment 
is required and how easy it is to set up your customers in this sport. Find ways 
to move equipment and promote sales during this normally slow time, and 
take advantage of new and growing opportunities for this sport in your area.

TUNING TECHNIQUES ROUNDTABLE
01/13 * Room D231 * Len Marsh, Macrotech Accessories
Join Len Marsh and other retail shop owners to discuss tuning techniques 
in an open forum.Ask questions, compare techniques and discuss concerns 
about tuning bows.

TAO’S BOW TUNING PROCEDURE
01/13 * Room D232 * Teijo Villa,Tao’s Archery Services
Pro-shop owner Teijo Villa discusses the finer points of tuning bows using 
his specialized tuning procedures.These proven techniques also increase 
revenues through labor hours.

EXPERT SERVICE: PUTTING THE “PRO” BACK
IN PRO SHOP (Also 01/14)
01/13 * Room D233 * Brian Brochu & Seth Stevens,
Brian’s Archery Shop
Think you’ve seen and done it all? Stop here to learn expert, cutting-edge 
tuning techniques, and how to profit from them. By pairing readily available 
equipment with smart techniques and marketing efforts, pro shops can 
become the local authority that attracts and holds loyal customers.

CATCH THE WAVE OF ARCHERY’S FUTURE:
USING PROGRAMS TO INCREASE BUSINESS (Also 01/15)
01/13 * Room D234 * Mark Copeland, Jay’s Sporting Goods
With the growth in our sport through the success of NASP and other archery 
programs, Mark Copeland believes we have the potential to guide future 
archers and bowhunters in the proper direction.What’s the next step for those 
interested in pursuing their new passion? Come and see how Jay’s Sporting 
Goods is helping the future of our sport while increasing sales. Learn how to 
catch the wave of the future.

ARROW LETHALITY
01/13 * Room D235 * Dr. Ed Ashby
After 27 years of study and testing on more than 600 big-game animals,
Dr. Ed Ashby discusses his findings regarding arrow and broadhead 
performance in terms of penetration and lethality.

HOW TO SELL CROSSBOWS AND ACCESSORIES
01/13 * Room D240-D241 * Paul Vaicunas, Parker Bows
Paul Vaicunas delivers a complete and comprehensive guide to making money 
by selling crossbows and their accessories. He will discuss how to attract new 
customers to your store by understanding their needs and buying patterns.
Learn the latest merchandizing techniques for maximum impact.

HOYT TECHNICAL SEMINAR (Also 01/14)
01/13 * Room D242-D243 * Jason Fogg and Gideon Jolley, Hoyt
A review by the Hoyt engineering team on the latest innovations and 
maintainence of Hoyt products.

UNDERSTANDING BOW FIT AND SHOOTING FORM (Also 01/15)
01/13 * Room D244-D245 * Bernie Pellerite,
Robinhood Video Productions
It’s a fact: Matching customers to the right bows, and offering tips on aiming 
and proper shooting form, helps them hold steadier and shoot better groups.
In turn, this results in steady sales for you. Master Coach Bernie Pellerite 
offers tips on determining proper draw length, bow grip, body alignment and 
shooting form.

BUILDING BETTER ARROWS FOR YOUR CUSTOMERS
01/13 * Room D246 * Tim Gillingham, Gold Tip
Tim Gillingham discusses how to properly select arrows for your customers,
deal with daily trouble spots, and dispel myths while cutting through 
misleading advertising hype. Helpful hints cover cutting shafts and installing 
components, aligning broadheads, and fletching for different applications.
Learn fine-tuning techniques, arrow construction methods, and much more.

ATA MEMBER SERVICES:
OPEN FORUM FOR SMALL RETAIL SHOP OWNERS
01/14 * Room D230 * ATA Dealer Council
This panel discussion and open forum focuses on small retail-shop owners,
and addresses their questions about everyday business concerns and practices.
Become part of the discussion by joining other small-shop owners to share 
ideas and become more successful.

TARGET WOMEN AND EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS (Also 01/15)
01/14 * Room D231 * Karen Butler, SLG2, Inc.
Karen Butler discusses how to develop the tools and skills needed to sell 
to this growing archery demographic. Karen will discuss women’s fears 
and perceptions of archery shops, and share strategies for winning over 
these customers.

ADVANCED LAWSUIT PROTECTION,TAX REDUCTION 
AND ESTATE PLANNING STRATEGIES (Also 01/15)
01/14 * Room D232 * G. Kent “GK” Mangelson,
American Society for Asset Protection
Learn lawsuit protection, tax reduction and estate-planning strategies 
most advisers overlook.These include: how to protect 100 percent of your 
professional and personal assets from lawsuits, how to avoid serious problems 
that result from operating as a sole proprietor, and how to legally save up 
to 40 percent on your income taxes, and more.

EXPERT SERVICE: PUTTING THE “PRO” BACK
IN PRO SHOP (Also 01/13)
01/14 * Room D233 * Brian Brochu & Seth Stevens, Brian’s Archery Shop

GRASSROOTS MARKETING FOR SMALL BUSINESS
01/14 * Room D234 *
Given the millions of dollars spent each year on marketing, advertising and 
promotions, there must be great value in each effort. But when budgets are 
tight, how does a small business get into the game and reach customers on 
the cheap? Amy Hatfield discusses how to design and write promo pieces,
how to connect with customers at no cost, how to make Web sites work 
for you, and more.

UNDERSTANDING SIGHT LEVELING FOR 
BOWHUNTERS AND TARGET ARCHERS
01/14 * Room D235 * Tim Gillingham, Gold Tip
Tim Gillingham will discuss the reasons why and methods behind leveling 
sights. Learn the procedures for leveling tournament and pin sights, and 
proper setups for a FITA recurve to eliminate left / right misses.

TIM GILLINGHAM * Tim Gillingham 
is a professional archer who’s one of the 
country’s top 3-D and target shooters.

THURSDAY, 1/14
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SETTING UP AND MAINTAINING HUNTING CROSSBOWS
01/14 * Room D240 * Riley Foster and Shelby Bard,
Horton Archery, LLC 
Learn how to become a full-time crossbow pro to boost sales by providing 
quality set-up and repair services. Riley Foster and Shelby Bard will help 
you properly assemble, operate and maintain crossbows from start to finish.

UNDERSTANDING THE ARCHERY FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 
AND HOW TO STAY OUT OF TROUBLE WITH THE IRS (Also 01/15)
01/14 * Room D241 * Jay McAninch, CEO ATA, Jack Brown, IRS
and Freda George, IRS 
Do you have questions about paying the Federal Excise Tax (FET) on archery 
equipment? Do you need help preparing for an IRS audit? Come 
to this open forum to get help on constructive sales pricing, receive 
clarifications on which products are subject to the FET, and determine who is 
responsible for paying the tax.Time will be allowed to help participants work 
through specific problems.

HOYT TECHNICAL SEMINAR (Also 01/13)
01/14 * Room D242-D243 * Jason Fogg and Gideon Jolley, Hoyt

UNDERSTANDING BACK TENSION AND TARGET PANIC
01/14 * Room D244-D245 * Bernie Pellerite,
Robinhood Video Productions
Want to keep your customers for life? Show them how to cure their target 
panic, buck fever or tournament nerves. Master Coach Bernie Pellerite,
a respected and knowledgeable shooting instructor, has schooled more 
than 2,200 shooters the past 14 years, and more than 150 of them have 
since claimed world or national titles.

BOW TUNING MADE EASIER WITH THE RIGHT TOOLS
01/14 * Room D246 * Len Marsh,Apple Archery Products, LLC
Len Marsh demonstrates state-of-the-art pro shop presses that use electric 
motors and multi-functional tuning tools to set the standard for bow repairs 
and service.This demonstration includes the proper use of these bow presses 
and tuning tools on various bow designs. Learn how to press certain bows,
as required by manufacturers without damaging them, and discuss improved 
profitability by using the right tools effectively.

WORKING CLOSER WITH YOUR STATE
WILDLIFE AGENCY: IS IT GOOD FOR BUSINESS?
01/15 * Room D230 * Mitch King,ATA
Attendees will hear about ongoing efforts to improve relations between 
ATA members and state wildlife agencies.They will also participate in 
an open discussion about the value of these efforts to ATA members.

TARGET WOMEN AND EXPAND YOUR BUSINESS (Also 01/14)
01/15 * Room D231 * Karen Butler, SLG2, Inc.

ADVANCED LAWSUIT PROTECTION,TAX REDUCTION AND
ESTATE PLANNING STRATEGIES (Also 01/14)
01/15 * Room D232 * G. Kent “GK” Mangelson,
American Society for Asset Protection

UNDERSTANDING THE ARCHERY FEDERAL EXCISE TAX 
AND HOW TO STAY OUT OF TROUBLE WITH THE IRS (Also 01/14)
01/15 * Room D233 * Jay McAninch, CEO ATA, Jack Brown, IRS
and Freda George, IRS

CATCH THE WAVE OF ARCHERY’S FUTURE: USING PROGRAMS 
TO INCREASE BUSINESS  01/15 * Room D234 * Mark Copeland,
Jay’s Sporting Goods (Also 01/13)

HOW TO INCREASE SALES AND PROFIT MARGINS 
THROUGH VIDEO
01/15 * Room D235 * John Campbell & Jeremy Leu,
Campbell Outdoor Challenge
John Campbell and Jeremy Leu teach you how to create and edit your own 
instructional or promotional DVD. Create trade show video loops, how-to 
footage and in-store promotional videos.

HOW FIBERGLASS IS PRODUCED
AND HOW IT IS CRITICAL TO BOW PERFORMANCE
01/15 * Room D240-D241 * Dave Gordon, Don Forrest 
and Rob Loveland, Gordon Composites, Inc.
Dave Gordon teaches you the technical aspects of how fiberglass in bow limbs 
is produced, and how this relates to bow performance.

BOW TUNING FROM THE TRENCHES 
01/15 * Room D242-D243 * Joe Bell, Bow and Arrow Hunting Magazine
Joe Bell discusses fast, effective ways for testing and tuning bows.

UNDERSTANDING BOW FIT AND SHOOTING FORM (Also 01/13)
01/15 * Room D244-D245 * Bernie Pellerite,
Robinhood Video Productions

TUNING TECHNIQUES ROUNDTABLE 
01/15 * Room D246 * Len Marsh, Macrotech Accessories
Join Len Marsh and other retail shop owners to discuss tuning techniques 
in an open forum.Ask questions, compare techniques and discuss concerns 
about tuning bows.

LEN MARSH * Len Marsh has more than 
50 years of experience hunting and shooting.
For the past 17 years he has owned Macrotech,
a large pro shop in Baltimore, Maryland.
Len also holds several patents.

ALL SEMINARS 
ARE FROM 

7:30 AM – 8:30 AM

MITCH KING * Mitch King spent 32 years working
with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service where he 
worked closely with state wildlife agencies on issues 
related to the Wildlife Restoration Program (industry 
excise tax dollars). For the last two years, Mitch has
worked on behalf of the ATA with state wildlife
agencies to promote introductory archery and 
bowhunting opportunities; provide shooting 
opportunities through range development; and,
enhancing a closer working relationship between
state wildlife agency leadership and ATA members.

FRIDAY, 1/15
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DR. ED ASHBY * Dr. Ed Ashby began bowhunting in 1958 and has hunted 
extensively in North America,Australia and Africa. In 1985, he conducted the Natal 
Study, the most extensive formal evaluation of broadhead performance on big game animals.
The Natal study was responsible for Africa’s first affirmative law legalizing bowhunting.

SHELBY BARD * Shelby Bard has been with Horton Manufacturing Inc., for 
10 years and is the company’s operations manager. Nobody knows how to put a 
crossbow together better than Shelby.

JOE BELL * Joe Bell is the editor of Bow & Arrow Hunting Magazine and 
author of Technical Bowhunting, a best-selling book on equipment setup, bow tuning,
and specialized hunting advice. Renowned for his bowhunting accomplishments,
Bell has taken many big-game trophies in North America.

BRIAN BROCHU * Brian Brochu is the owner of Brian’s Archery Shop 
in Barrington, New Hampshire.

JACK BROWN * Jack Brown has worked for the Internal Revenue Service for 
over 30 years. He is an Excise Tax specialist and for the past 10 years has been 
an Excise Tax industry Specialist for sport fishing and archery issues. Jack also 
was an early member of the Industry Working group and one of the authors for 
the “Director Directive” for these industries.

KAREN BUTLER * Karen Butler is president of SLG² Inc. (DBA: Shoot Like 
a Girl), a company that empowers women to participate confidently in shooting sports.
Karen started shooting a bow in 2000, and in 2006 she won the Colorado state 
championship in the women’s bowhunter freestyle division. She has placed in many 
local, state and regional tournaments; and has competed nationally and internationally.

JOHN CAMPBELL * John Campbell is host of “The Campbell Outdoor Challenge”
and is also the author of the copyrighted rules for “The Sport of Filming Hunts.”
John developed the concept of highlighting the cameramen of hunting shows, the 
real heroes who bring the “outdoors indoors.”“The Sport of Filming Hunts” airs 
on the Fox Sports network and the Versus network.

MARK COPELAND * Mark Copeland is store director of Jay’s Sporting Goods 
in Gaylord, Michigan. Mark is also Michigan’s volunteer state coordinator for 
CenterShot Ministries, vice chair for the Otsego Wildlife Legacy Society, and served 
as a pilot instructor for the Explore Bowhunting program. Mark is involved in many 
national and local nonprofit organizations and was recently honored by the Michigan 
DNR as a “Partner in Conservation” for contributions to the DNR archery program.

DON FORREST * Don Forrest has been with Gordon Composites, Inc.
for 17 years and has been a sales manager since 2001.

RILEY FOSTER * Riley Foster has been with Horton Manufacturing Inc.,
since 1988. He travels around the country training dealers and consumers 
on the ins and outs of crossbows. Riley also manages the Horton pro staff.

FREDA GEORGE * Freda George has worked for the Federal government 
for 33 years. She has been a Headquarters analyst for the past 17 years and 
with Excise Tax for seven years. In her current role as an IRS Excise Tax Analyst 
she is the Headquarters liaison for sport fishing and archery issues. She provides 
guidance and training to field employees, gathers and analyzes statistical data to study 
for Excise tax trends and program evaluation, interprets Excise tax laws for archery 
customers, and works to resolve tax issues and concerns within the archery community.

DAVE GORDON * Dave Gordon, a technical consultant for Gordon Composites 
Inc., has worked in the archery industry for 40 years.

AMY HATFIELD * Amy Hatfield is the ATA’s communications manager.
She manages the group’s communication and public-relations efforts to serve the 
interests of ATA members. Hatfield formerly worked for the National Wild Turkey 
Federation on its public-relations team and was its Web editor. In addition to writing 
for the archery industry’s trade magazines, her feature articles and columns have 
appeared in Turkey Call magazine,Women in the Outdoors magazine, Realtree.com 
and The State newspaper in Columbia, S.C.

MARK LAND * Mark Land is the technical support specialist, pro-staff director,
and director of bowfishing promotions for Muzzy Products.

JEREMY LEU * Jeremy Leu is co-host of “The Campbell Outdoor Challenge”
and founder of Rivers Edge Productions. Jeremy has appeared on numerous hunting 
shows such as Outdoor Allstars with Wayne Burns, Camo Life and Cabelas Memories 
in the Field. He also founded the Bowfishing Association of Iowa.

ROB LOVELAND * Rob Loveland is a professional engineer that has worked 
for Gordon Composites, Inc. for 2 years. He leads the engineering team supporting 
customers, manufacturing, internal design, and composite development.

G. KENT “GK” MANGELSON * G. Kent “GK” Mangelson is an expert 
in the area of lawsuit protection and tax-reduction strategies. He has authored and 
coauthored several publications and training manuals on the subject, and is a 
nationally recognized speaker.

BERNIE PELLERITE * Bernie Pellerite is the president of Robinhood Video 
Productions Inc., as well as video producer and director, author, staff writer, seminar 
speaker, archery analyst, manufacturer, inventor and professional archery coach.

SETH STEVENS * Seth Stevens is the assistant manager and head bow technician 
for Brian’s Archery in Barrington, New Hampshire.

PAUL VAICUNAS * Paul Vaicunas has enjoyed an 18-year career in the archery 
industry. Since joining Parker Bows and Crossbows in 2007,Vaicunas has helped make 
it a top player in the crossbow market. Before that, he served on the senior management 
team that launched Carbon Express, Gorilla Treestands and Eastman Outdoors.
Paul also served as the VP of sales for Horton Crossbows until joining Parker.

TEIJO VILLA * Teijo Villa started Tao’s Archery Service 18 years ago with his wife 
in Thunder Bay, Ontario. Over the past 10 years he has developed a laser-guided 
bow-tuning process that draws customers from miles around.Teijo has also received 
and collaborated on several patents and copyrights.

JASON FOGG & GIDEON JOLLEY
Jason and Gideon have nearly 30 years of combined 
experience designing Hoyt bows. Both are avid hunters 
who have harvested mule deer, elk, antelope, black bear 
and caribou. Jason has a bachelor’s of science degree in 
manufacturing engineering from Brigham Young University;
and Gideon has a master’s degree in mechanical engineering 
from the University of Utah.
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